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THE COMPETITIVE POSITION OF THE OREGON MARKET
TURKEY PRODUCERS

Introd.uct ion

or several decades Oregon has ranked among the

ton leading states in the production of market turkey
In 1945 Oregon raised a record crop of 3,105,000 birds,
and stood fourth among the leading turkey statee, Ite
production was surpassed only by California, Texas and
Minnesota. On the beals oX' the January 1. intentions
survey the Bureau of Agriculture]. Economics estimates

that market turkey production in 1951 will total
1,547,000 birds or only 49.8 per cent of 1945 production
(19, p.2). In contrast to the decline in Oregon, it ii
anticipated that production for the country as a whole
in 1951 wil]. total 44,773,000 turkeys or a one per cent
Increase over the 1945 production of 44,221,000 birds,

Purpose of Study

With the presentation of such f13tu'ee, a question
naturally arises as to whether or not Oregons importane
as a major turkey production state is on the wane. The

answer to this question, either positive or nogati
should be predicated on the careful evaluation of the
sundry factors associated with the economics of market
turkey production. It ,ill be the purpose of this thesis
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to attempt a critical analysis of those economic factors

that are basic determinants in the turkey industry so as
to arrive at a logical conclusion on the competitive posi-
tiori of the industry in Oregon,

Procedure

The first section of this study shall be concerned
with the production trends on a state and regional basis.
This will be followed by a discussion of the cost of pro-
ducing turkeys in three states that will be considered

representative of the Eastern, central and Western regions
of the United States. An analysis will then be made of
Oregon's competitive position in relation to the items
of cost and the price of turkey. On the basis of the
data presented in the first three seótions, a series of
economic models will be developed which wil]. reflect
Oregons competitive position under varying economic
conditions. Conclusions will then be made as to the pos-
sible future of the Oregon turkey industry.

Tr8nds in Turkey Production

Production statistics mdi ate that the Oregon tur-
key industry entered a period of decline in 1946. The

record production or the previous year, both i1thin the
state and nationwide was a reflection, for the most part,
of a shortage of red meat and a consequent strengthening



of turkey prices. Consumer demand in 1945 was at a new

high with the per capita annual consumption of turkey
totaling 4.3 pounds as compared t. 2.1 pounds in 1935.
In 1946, producer enthusiasm was dampened by the combi-

nation of rising feed prices and a weakening turkey mar-
ket. National production fell to 92 per cent of the 1945
level or 40,724,000 birds while Oregon producers reduced
their floôks by 34 per cent and raised only 2,049,000
turkeys. Thus, the percentage decline in Oregon exceeded

by some four times the national decline. During the next
two years turkey numbers decreased still further and in
1948, a ten-year produotion low was reached with only
31,950,000 birds being raised in the United States.
While national production decreased 28 per cent from 1945
to 1948, Oregon farmers reduced the number of their birds
imost 53 per cent. They raised only 1,475,000 birds in

1948 compared with 3,105,000 in 1945. From these stat-
istics it is apparent that while the turkey industry as
a whole was reducing output, the rate of reduction was

much greater in Oregon.

A firming of turkey prices and a reduction in the
cost of feed grains halted this downward trend in pro-
duction and in 1949 a national turkey crop of 42,050,000
birds was reported with 1,770.000 of this total represen
ing Oregona production. This represented a nation.].
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increase of 32 per cent compared with a local gain of only
21 per cent over 1948 production. A continuance of similar
economic conditions in 1950 resulted in the establishment
of a r4ew national production record. On the other hand,
the number of turkeys raised in Oregon was once more on
the decline, Thus the national output of 44,550,000 birds
reflected a6 per cent increase over 1949 while the Orego
production of 1,626,000 birds wz 8 per cent lass than
previous year. A projection of this zltuatlon is mdi-
cated in the intention reports for 1951 (Table 1).

A production trend aLilar to that evident in Oregon

is characteristic of the entire western region.1 It has
been forecast that the number of turkeys to be raised In
the eleven Pacific and Mountain states In 1951 will total
11,453,000, which is only 80 per cent of the 1945 pro
duction of 14,342,000 birds. The only western state
reporting a contemplated increase in production was New
Mexico with growers expanding their flocks 5 per cent
over 1950. New Mexico, however, Is relatively unimport-
ant in tha production of turkexs and the total number of
birds to be raised there In 1951 Ia not expected to exceed
115,000.

California will account for over half of the woat

Montana, Idaho, Wyoming, Colorado, New Mexico, Arizona,
tTtah, Nevada, Washington, Oregon arid California.



Preliminry
2 Estimated
* Bureau of Agricultural Economics1

Year
Number of turkeys raised Number of turkeys raised

United States Oregon Year United Sttea Oregon
(Thousands) (Thousands) (Thousands) (Thoueande)

1930 17,H19 625 191jl 32,902 1,726
1931 1g,2,9 650 1912 32,g05
1932
1933

22,333
23,21il

750
600

l93
l9)L

32,309
35,616

2,255
2,300l93 21,702 750 l95 141,221 3,105l93 20,g21 900 19,.6 1iO,72 2,OIL91936 27,9]. i,i66 197 3I,970 1,6391937

193g
2,755 1,2140 19I 31,950 l,75

1939
26,Q7
33,5S7

1,!6O
1,762

19i.9
1950

I2,050 1,770
1,6211h,55O

l9t.O 31,O!i7 1,709 1951 21.14,773 21,5l7

Table 1. TU A UNITE STAT DOREG 1930-1951



product in the coming season with an intended turkey crop
of 6,159,000 birds. This is in contrast to a 1945 crop
of 5,762,000 birds which represented 40 per cent of the
turkey raised in the West. Although there has been a
diminishing production rate in Clifox'nia for the past
two years, a 1949 report of 6,824,000 turkeys raised,
represented the largest turkey holdings ever reported by
an indjvjdul state, The estimated number of birds to be
raised in 1951 is stIll 7 per co4t greater than the number
grown In 1945, It becomes apparent with the presentation
of these figures, that the decline in western production
has been tempered to some extent by a delayed expansion
of the turkey industry in California (Figure )

The expansion of the turkey industry on the Pacific
Coast climaxed a prolonged westward movement that wz
characterIstIc of the industry for 50 years. This mi.
gration of the center of turkey production was necessita..
tad by the need f or rane areas free of the protozoan
parasite ifiatomonas me1earjdie, This organism Is thi
cause of blackhead, one of the most destructive of turkey
diseases. The inability of the industry to control the
prevalence of b1akhed precluded the raising of large
commercial flOCkS in any one area over an extended period
of time, Turkey production on a commercial scale was not
possible until scientific research provided means of
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controlling this dread disease. The point has now been

reached where losses from blackhead in any area, no matter
how long in turkey production, can be kept at such a low

rate as to be economically insignificant.

One consequence of this advance in disease oontrol

is suggested by production statistics for the last few

years which would seem to reveal the possibility of a

revival of the turkey industry on a large scale in the
Eatern states. In 1951, the only two areas planning sub-
etantal increases in production are the North Atlantic

and South Atlantic states. These two areas produced

3,583,000 and 5,061,000 birds respectively in 1950, and

anticipate an 8 per cent increase in production during

the corning year. In 1951, the Eastern tatea will raise

9,296,000 birds or 22 per cent of the national turkey crop

as compared to 2,497,000 birds or 15 per cent of the total

crop in 1930. While still a turkey importing area, the
Eastern states produced 2.5 pounds of turkey per ospta

in 1950 or 50 per cent of average per capita consumption.

Twenty years previously, Eastern production averaged 0.2

pounds per person or only 20 per cent of the per capita

annual consumption.

For the past decade, the leading turkey producing

areas have been the Western and West North Central atatee.

On the basis of Intention reports for the coming year,



these two regions will raise 23,600,000 birds or 53 p
cent of the entire 1951 crop. In 1930, these two sections
raised 6,308,000 turkeys or 49 per cent of the total United
States production of 17,052,000 birds. It 18 of interest
to note that during the 20-year period in which turkey
production increased from 17,052,000 to 44,550,000 birds
or 261 per cent, there was relatively little shift in
the importance of statea and regions in the overall pro-
duction picture. Six of the ten most important turkey
production states durin the five-year period l93135 are
still to be found among the leaders.2 The four states no
longer included in the first ton in 1951 are North Dakota,
Oklahoma, South Dakota and Ohio. Of those four states
only Ohio has remained among the loading production stato
through the 20-year period under consideration.

Texas held its position as the most important turkey
raising state until 1944. California has been the leading
turkey production state since 1944, With the exception

of one year, Minnesota has been firmly entrenched in the
position of third ranking state in the production of tur-
keys since 1935. Shifts in importance have occurred among

the other turkey producing states (Table 2).
This brief discussion of production statistics has

tended to minimize the important shifts in production that

2 Texas, Minnesota, California, Nort
Oregon, Iowa, South Dakota, Virginia Dakota, Oklahoma,

d Ohio.



O 191.2. l9I.2 l9l3 I9I 191.5 1916 19i.7 l9.g 19l.9 1950 1951193

Texa
Calt:
Mtnn.
Okia.
Iowa
N . Dak.
Orepon
Mo.
5. Dak.
aneae

Texas Texas Texas Calif. Calif. Calif. Calif. C11f. Calif. Calit, Calif.
CR1If Mtnn Calif Tex. Texas Texae Texas Texas Texas Texas Texas
Minn. Calif. Minn. Minn. Mtnn. Minn. Minn. Mtnn. Mtnn. Minn. Minn.
Iowa Oregon OreZon Iowa Orejon Iowa Iowa Iowa Iowa Iowa Iowa
0rgon Iowa Iowa Oregon Iowa Oregon Oregon Oregon Oregon Va. Va.

Mo. Mo. Utah Utah Utah Mo. Penn. Ml s s. 'Otah Mo. Mo.
Mo. Mo. Utah Mo. Penn. Mo. Oregon Penn.
Waeh. Wash. Penn. Ohio Va. Va. Utah Oregon
Penn. Penn. Va. Va. Wash Penn. Penn. Utah
Nbr. Nebr. Wash. Ill Utah md. md. Irid.

N.Dak. N.Dak. Mo.
Okia. Nebr. Wash,
5Dak. Utah Nebr.
Nebr. Okia. Penn.

Bureau of Agricultural Economics, U.8.D.A.

Table 2. TEN LEADING TURKEY PRODUCTION 8TATE 1936-1951
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have really occurred in the past two decades. For example,

Oregon ranked sixth during the period of 1931-35 and eighth
in 1951. On casual observation it might be assumed that
the turkey industry in Oregon is on a permanent and healthy

economic basie because it has in general matched the expan
sion of the industry nationally. Such reasoning would seem

to be subject to orittolem when it is noted that except for
1948, production is at a 12-year low and farm income from

market turkeys has been declining. It is the trend of
events from 1940 on which would point the need for an evalu-
ation of the economics of turkey production in Oregon
(Table 3).

The prominenc. of Oregon as a major turkey raising
state during the past decade was predicated to a large
extent on the sweeping acceptance of the Broad Breasted
Bronze by the whole turkey trade. This breed was rel-
atively unknown before 1940 and in fact did not have an

official name until 1938. For some years prior to 1938
a handful of Pacific Coast breeders had been working with
the problem of developing a broad breasted, meat type bird,
In 1939 six of these breeders sponsored a joint exhibit
of their birds at the Viorid's Poultry Congress in Cleve-
land. The diepily was an immediate sensation and by the
following year, the demand by growers, for the new breed,
far exceeded the supply available.



Year
Farm income

received from
market turkeys

Income from
turkeys as per
cent of total
farm income

Turkeys raised Turkey
feed

Average
live-
eight!1"ii Per cent

of l9I0
-, 1" ' ratio

1000 (Per cent Pounds
19i0 ê11.,353 3.7 15.0 100 17.0
l9i1 5,654. 3.6 20.2 135 8.8 18.2
19t.2 9,553 I..5 - 'a 28.5 190 9.8 18.8
191i.3 12,371g. I.5 33.1 221 11.5 18.2
19i4
191i.5

13,892
19,218

i.6
5.7

33.2
31.7 /

221
231

10.1,
11.6 18.Ii.

19l.6 1t,fl6 3.9 31.5 210 9.3 19.
191.7 12,537 3.2 31j.8 232 6.7 19.

11,i.77 2.8 296 9.1. 19.9
19)49
1950

9,929-- 2.7 '
a .

31.D
_

211 8.3
6.

20.1
7 -

C
Table 3. OF O1E00N (E! PEDU( 0 l91iO-.5O

Bureau o: cultural Economics, U.8.D,A.



Oregon turkey men were in en excellent position to

capitalize on this sudden new market. The advantages

offered by the availability of the foundation stock of

the original breeders was further enhanced by the immedi-

ate establishment of the Oregon Turkey Improvement Aesoci-

etion at the outset of the boom in 1940. The creation of

such an organization provided for an orderly, progressive

program of breed improvement with a moat effective disease

control program. As a result, Oregon became famous for

the production of large broad-breasted turkeys that were

free from pullorum disease. Supplementing this man-made

advantage was the natural advantage of mild winters and

early springs which were ideal for the production o

hatching eggs and for starting poulte. Thus, while some

turkeys are raiaod in every county of the state, 70 per

cent of Oregon production Is centered In the Wlllaxnatte

Valley counties of Yemhili, Marion, Clackamas, Linn &rid

Lane. whore such favorable climatic conditions prevail.

The production of hatching eggs and market turkeys

are complementary enterprises and In 1949, 62 per cent of

the market turkey producers in Oregon also maintained

breeding flocks. The maintenance of a market for hatch-

ing eggs and poults is thus a problem that should not be

neglected In concentrating our study on market turkeys.
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The popularity of the Broad-Breasted Bronze can be

attributed to several factors, From the consumer view-

point, this breed presented a more attractive appearance
than did the straggly, narrow breasted breeds hitherto
sold on the market, The turkey man was attracted by the

fact that the new breed was the moat efficient feed oon
verter that he could raise, It was a straight out econo-
mic situation of maximum output for a given input, which
meant extra dollars and cents to the producer.

Another contributing influence during the first halt
of the forties was the large volume of turkey purchases
made by the Armed Forooa, During the war years, military
buying rexnovod about 20 per cent of the entire turkey
crop from the market. Purchasing specifications demand-
ing large type birds were an additional incentive to
raise Broad-Breasted Bronze, The slump in production

immedi&tely following the war may be attributed In part
to the cessation of mtlitary buying. Subsequent con-

sumption figures indIcate that potential civilian demand
for turkey on a per capita basis will continue to support
a high level of production assuming the maintenance of
the present level of economic conditions. Annual per

capita consumption hcs Increased from 1.8 pounds in 1930
to 8.0 pounds in 1950 (Table 4).



Year
Pounds
per

capita

1930
1931
1932
1933
1934
1935
1936
1937
1938
1939
1940

7
2.1
2.4
2.2
2.1
2.7
2.7
3.0
3.5
3.5

Year

1942.
1942
1943
1944
1945
1946
1947
1948
1949
1950
1961

Bureau of Agricultural Economics, U.S.D.A.

As the current expansion of the nation's military
strength progresses the turkey purchases of the armed
services may once again exert an important influence on
the turkey industry. The demand characteristics engen-

dered by a civilian economy will however form the basis
for the subsequent discussion.

For a number of years there has been increasing
agitation for a smaller sized turkey. The Broad Breasted
Bronze and standard bred Bronze while ideal f or meeting
military and institutional needs are far from satisfactory
from the viewpoint of the average consumer. The average

dressed weight of Broad Breasted Bronze hens nrnrketed in

Oregon during 1949 was 14 pounds while the tome averaged

Pounds
per

capita

5
3.7
3.3
3.3
4.3
4.5
4.5
36
41
5.0

Table 4. PER CAPITA CONSUMPTION OF TUHY41
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24 pounds and Oregon breeders are considering a revision

of their standards in order to produce oven larger birds
(rpable 5)

Table
UNITED STATES AND OREGON, 1930.1950w

AVERAGE LIVEREIGHT PER BIRD SQLD,

- Bureau of Agricultural Economics, U.S.D.A.

This type of bird is too lerge for the average urban
family. Initially, the high purchase price is a deterent
to many wou1dbebuyera The problem then arises as to
whether or not such a large bird would even fit in the
average apartment size oven. Last but not least is the
fact that the family will be forced to oat turkey for a
number of days before the bones are picked clean. Frozen

food lockers and home freezers that make it possible to
purchase a large bird.and then use only part of it and

Ye
United
States Oregon Year United

States Oregon

(Pound ) (Pounds) ounds) (Pounds)
1950 13.4 14.3 194]. 15.9 18.2
1931 13.6 14.5 1942 16.3 18.8
1932 13.8 14.7 1943 16.2 18.2
1935 14.0 14.9 1944 16.8 18.4
1934 14.1 14.2 1945 17.4 18.4
1935 14.5 15.4 1946 17.9 19.4
1936 14.7 15.0 1947 18.1 19.6
1937 14.8 15.5 1948 18.2 19.9
1939 14.9 16.3 1949 18.7 20.1
1939 14.9 16.5 1950 18.6 19.6
1940 15.1 1'7.0
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freeze the riiainder for future use is one solution to

this problem. The increasing emphasis being placed on

the sale of turkey by the pteo&' is another method of

encouraging year around consumption of large turkeys.

The popularity of the Broad Breasted Bronze is al.

ready being seriously threatened by the Bolteville Small

Ztaite which have an average dressed weight of 8 pounds

for hens and 14 pounds for tome, Unlike the Broad

Breasted Bronze, which were developed by private breod

era, the Small White is the result of work first started

in 1934 at the United States Department of Ariou1ture

research center at Belteville, Maryland. ithough placed

on the market as early as 1940, it was not until 10 years

later that 1are ao1e production of the Boltsville w.as

undertaken, In 1950 approximately 9 per cent of the

national production was made up of this breed and it is

estimated that production may be doubled in 1951. The

rapid rise in popularity of this small bird is reminiscent

of a similar demand for Broad Breasted Bronze in 1940.

Virginia's action is an excellent example of the

trend away from the large bird. Five years ago, Belts

villes were almost unheard of, while in 1950 the state's
turkey output was about equally divided between the small

type bird and the bronze. Intention reports for the

coming year indicate that almost 75 per cent of Virginia's



turkey crop will oonst$t of Belteville Sinai]. Whites. In *
like manner, it is expected that 2 million Beltevillea,
or onetbird of the states total production, will be raiee
in C*lifornia during the coming year (12, p.1).

It has been estimated that from 8 to 10 per cent of
the 1951 Oregon turkey crop will consist of Beltevilie
Small Whites, Two years ago this breed was practically
nonexi8tent on Oregon farms. Very little work has been
done in the field of measuring consumer needs and prefer

enoes and so at this time it remains a matter of oonjeo
ture as to whether or not the apparent trend to a small
type turkoy will continue. Competition from the aal1

type turkey will, however, be recognized as a factor to
be considered in a diccussion of the competitive position
of Oregon turkey growers.



Cost of Production

The cost of raising market turkeys in Western Oregon

in 1949 has been determined in a study conduoted by the
Department of Agricultural Economics, Oregon State Col-

legs. Eighty-nine flocks of Broad-Breasted Bronze tur-

keys were included in this study. Of this number, 79

flocks were purchased as day-old poulta, eight flocks
consisted of started or custom brooded poults and two heLl

day old and started poults. A, breakdown of the vaiioue

items of cost as ascertained by this study is given in
Table 6. These data will be used in evaluating Qregofle

Table 6. COST OP RAISING MARKET TURKEY5
IN WESTERN OREGON, 1949*

Cost per turkey raised

Item
Number of flocks
Birds raised per flock
Labor.
Feed .
Poulte . . . . . .
Equipment and building
Miscellaneous. .
Total cost per bird. . . .
Less manure credits.
Net cost per bird,
Total returns per bird
Net profit per bird. . .

Bought as Started or
da old custom brooded

B
3233

37
4 23
1.90

.15

.86

.06
6.80
6.68
- .12

79
2655

. U $ .63
I I I 4.79
U I I .98

33
.28

$7.01
.06

*6,95
6 69

* flyer, Edgar A. Cost of raising market turkeys in we.
em Oregon, 1949. Corvallis, Oregon State College, 1951.
6 p. (Agricultural experiment station circular of inf or-
mation No. 493) p.1.



competitive position in the turkey industry in relation
to other major production areas,

Thore apparently Is no significant difference in the
cost of r trig turkeys purchased when day-old as corn-

pared with started or custom-brooded poults. Production

costs mentioned in subsequent sections will therefore be
based on the figure obtained from the flocks bought as
day-old poulte.

Although average costs exceeded returns by 26 cents
per bird when all flocks are considered, not all producers
raised turkeys at a loss in 1949. In contrast to an aver-
age loss of l.69 per bird f or the ten least profitable
flocks, the ten most profitable flocks had an average
return of l,lO per bird, The results or the 1949 study
should therefore not be arbitrarily interpreted as mdi-
eating the economic unfeasibility of turkey production In
Oregon,

Cost of production data obtained through cost studies
should be used with extreme care when analyzing the
economics of any arioultural industry. It must be recog-
nized that the information gathered by the usual type of
cost study reflects the influence of numerous causal fac-
tors which are operative during a limited time Interval.
Wh1le the periods selected for study may have been somewhat
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representative of the long.run 5ituation, there ii a

chance that abnormal situations prevailed at the time of
the study.

Variance in the weather, with resultant surpluses
or scarcities of grain supplies, will cause sharp fluctu-
tions in feed prices. A sudden storm when the turkeys

are on range may result in an ur4u2ually high mortality
rate. Weather conditions during the growing season will

affect the finish of the bird and tI'ua the price to be
received by the grower. In recent times government sup-

port programs have been faotors in determining reed cot
and turkey prices. The temporary influence of military
purchases, red meat scarcity and local disease problems
also contribute to the difficulty of srriv1g at data
which can becortaidered representative of the industry
over a period of time.

After these factors are tested for variations from
the norm, it is possible to use the date compiled by cost
studies as the basis for further economic analysis. The

acceptance of certain basic assumptIons will permit the
development of' economic models from the existing coat
studies. This in turn will provide a means of comparing
the eoononiiosof production in different aro.s of the
country.

The number of market turkey cost studies conducted
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within recent years is rather amsil, Since 1942, the

states conducting such studios, together with the number

of flocks in each study deegn, includes Oregon, 89

farma; Washington, 169 flocks; Utah, 68 flocks; Virginia,

50 flocks; New York, 32 flocks; and Illinois, 17 flocks.

California has compiled annual cost dta on a selective

county basie for a period of several years. .A search of

the literature has not revealed the availability of any

other recent cost studies.

t is to be noted that each of the Pacific Coast

states does have cost data available. There is no inform

nation available at all f rein the West North Central ststes.

This is unfortunate as this area is now the second leading

turkey production area as well as the major feed producing

section of the country, It is here that one would expect

to find the lowest production costa. The lack of data

from Texas, another major production state, also hinders

the work of assaying the comparative advantage of the

Oregon turkey industry.

This study will compare the cost data from Virginia,

ilinois and Oregon. The items of cost have been divided

into the four factors of feed, poulta, labor and other

expenses. These were the main items of cost in studies

conducted by six different states (Table 7).



Table 7, DISTRIBUTION OF THE COSTS OF PBODt1CIG TURKEXS
STATES CONPARED WITH OREGON

Oregon
BASED ON O3T STUDIES IN

L9

r cent

.a

73
16

5
6

ioO

Hyer, Edgar A. Goat of raising market turkeya in western Oregon, 1911.9. Car-.value,, Oregon State College, 1951. 6 p. (Agricultural experiment ettion
circular of information no. 1493).

Plaxico, James S. Market turkeys, an economic survey. Blacksburg, Virginia
experiment station, 1950. 35 . (its bulletin no. 11j.0)

Wilcox, R. H. and H IL Alp. A study or turkey production costa in Zilinote,
19h5. Urbana, University of Illinois, 191i6 11 p. (mimeographed)

Misner, E. G. Goats and returns for the turkey enterprise. Ithaca, CornellUniversity, 1911.6. 30 p. (Agricultural experiment station bulletin no. 827).
Benyman, Carl N. and Mark ?. Buchanan. An economic study of Washington's

turkey industry in 1912, part II: The production and sale of market birds.
Pullman, State College of Washington, 19)!1. 1L2 p. (Agricultural experimentstation bulletin no. 14.53).

Broadbent? Dee A., Thomas W. Preston and George T. Blanch. An economicanalysis of turkey production in Utah. Logan, Utah State Agricultural College.,
19145.. 1.7 p. (Agricultural experiment station bulletin no. 318).
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52 60 58
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8 19 20
8 1k 8 10

100 1O0 100 100

1914.9

er cent
Feed 68
Poulte 111.
Labor 9
Other
Total 100

Illinois New Tork Washington Utah
1911.5 1911.3 1911.2 19k].

cent Per cent cent 'er cent
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Peed repreaents the greatest expenditure in every
case. With the exception of Washinton and New York,

poults require the next largest outlay with labor third
in importance. Other expenses include buildings and
equipment, maintenance and depreciation, supplies other
than teed, interest on investment, tax, insurance feea
and all other minor costs,

The averae value per bird in the three 0 I 1
also be considered,. The source of income fro: flocks
inc]1uded In the three studies is from the sale of mature
birds, either for market or for breeding stock. While

each study also credited the turkeys with the value of
inarntre produced, this procedure will not be used in the
following comparisons,

There now appears to be an additional source of ifl'
come available through the sale of turkey broiler ape

daily with the Beltavifle Small Thltos. It might be well
f or future cost work with turkoya to bring broiler pro.
duction within the scope of study.

While the data t or each state pertains to different
years, adjustments have been made by the use of index
numbers. Thus, comparable coat figures have been obtained
for the three.Nyear period 1948-1950, Costs particular to
each state were u8ed in compiling an index ones.
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Receipts were adjusted on the basis of the farm price of
market, turkeys in each state.

The averaze annual cost of 100 pounds of poultry
tion in each state was the basis for the feed cost in

dex used. The poult cost index wee determined by using
the average annual cost of poults in each of the three
states. Local average annual wsge rates were used in
developing the labor cost index. The national averag
index number for farm supplies was used in adjusting
"other expenses." The price per pound was adjusted for
each of three years by means of an index based on the
average farm price per pound of turkey liveweight for
each state (Table 8). The basic information came from
reports compiled by the. Bureau of Agricultural oonomica.

Certain basic management factors have been held con
stant, These are pounds of teed conaumed per bird, rate
of mortality, liveweight of birds sold, and averae age
of birds sold. Data f or each stateO presented in
Table 9.

tie the Oregon and Illinois studio concerned

exclusively with Broad-Breasted Bronze, the Virginia report
includes other breeds, Of the 50 flocks in the Virginia
sample, there were 27 Broad-Bressted Bronze, 16 Black and
7 Beitavijie Small White flocks. The Bronze avorsed 18.3
pounds per bird and were produced at a coat of 32.7 cents



Table 8. INB NUER$ OF COST OF ?DTJCTIO
l9t8-l95O

gon (19i.9 100) Illinois (191t5100) Virginia (l94100)
9i$ 1919 1_O 191t8 19 1950

Feed iio 100
Poulte 106 100
Labor 105 100
Other expense 96 1O()
Price lI.0 100

ND PRICE OF ?URI

Nor'

9 10

I

Per cent
1
2
16

Erer EAga A. Cost of raising market turkeys in western Oregon, 1919. Cor-allis, Oregon State College, 1951. 6 p. (Agricultural experiment station circularof information no.!93).
Wilcox, It. H. and H. H Alp. A study of turkey production costs In IllinoIe,

19t5. Urbana, University of Illinois, 19U6 11 P. (mimeographed)Plaxico, James 3. Market turkeys, an economic survey. Blackeburg, Virginiaagricultural experiment station, 1950 35 p (its bulletin no. iii0).I 37 flooks with oc.p1.t. roords; 0 floeks averaged 83 pounds per bird.

99 153 117 125 100 82 8588 107 117 107 100 100 9j.
101 126 129 129 100 96 100
103. 116 120 121 100 l0I 105

lh.5 119 109 3.00 76 75

?abl 9. FACTOR8 OF DUOTION RO0N, ILLINOIS AD N A

Feed Live-
oer lb weight when
gain when sold

sold
Lbs. Lbs.. Days
5.2 20.9 196
5.8. 18.9 --
5.0 16.6 179

per
bird

Lbs.
0rego 108.Illinoi 110
Tirgini 87
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per pound. The Black flocka had an average cost of 33.1
cents per pound of turkey produced and the White turkeys
wore raised at a cost of 36.8 cents per pound, The prom

duction factors for the Broad-Breasted Bronze flocks and
the average of all flocks in Virginia were so aini1ar,
that the average data for the entire study hV5 been used.

While both the Illinois and Virginia cost data were
based upon the liveweight of the birds sold, the Oregon
figures were based on dressed weights. The Oregon dressed
weight average of 18.4 pounds was converted to a livaweight
average of 20.9 pounds by assuming a 12 per cent loss in
we.ght due to fasting, bleeding and picking, Illinois did
not report the age of the birds when sold.

It is to be noted from ab1e 9 that the rate of xno
tality in Illinois is much higher than either Oregon or
Virginia. The year 1945 was a high mortality year for the
turkey Industry as a whole with a mortality rate in the
East North Central States of approximately 20 per cent.
For the past few years, the mortality rate in this area
has fluctuated around 15 per cent. It would seem obvious
that to hold the mortality rate of Illinois constant at
26 per cent would be unsound. While this high rate has
been used in estimating cost of production f or the three-
year period 1948-1950, the cost of production is also
culated on the baaia of a 15 per cent rate of mortality.
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In this case, adjustments wore made in the ohsrges far feed
and mortality with the other items of cost held oonatant.

The cost of production, the value of production and
the net return for each of the three states in the period
1948-1950 15 presented in tabular form In Tables 10, 11,
and 12, Virginia is assumed to be representative of the
major Eastern production states, while the data for liii-
nola, when adjusted for the abnormally high rate of mor
tality, are considered applicable to the East North Central
states. Illinoj' conditions are somewhat different from
those found in the West North Central states In that both
price of feed and turkeys are higher in Illinois. How-

ever, no coat data Ee availabl, from this region.
When the data are adjusted to 1950 the Virginia

turkey producers realized a net return of 7.0 cents per
pound. In Illinois the riot return per pound wue 3.9 cents
at the high mortality rate and 5.3 cents at the normal
mortality rate. In contrast, the Oregon producers suffered
a net loss of 4.6 cents per pound during the same period.

On a per bird basis, Virginia growers would receive
13 per turkey marketed. The growers in illinois would

receive a not return of .72 per bird with a mortality
rate of 26 per cent as compared to a net return 0±'
with a 15 per cent rate of mortality. The net los
Oregon grower would tot .97 per bird,

.98

to the



Tabis 10. TOTAL COST OF PRODUCING MARIE? ?URXE!3 IN OROON, ILLINOIS AND vIRa-XNIA* 1950

Cost per pouz

Cents Cents
6.g6 36.1 33.5 32.
6.21i 37. 32.0 33.0 + 1.7 * 1.55.9g 36.0 30.6 31.6 - 0.1 2.9

33.0 2.7 29.2 - 31 -

1950

Cents
-S

+ 0.2
- 1..2- 3.6

Oregon
Illinois,
Illinois
Virginia

d and nior costs adjusted to a 15 per cent rate of mortality.



Oregon
flhinoi. s
Yirgnia

Table OF PRODUCTION, OREGON, ILLINOIS AflD VIJ{GINIA
l9iL&)95O

?rioe per pound Price differential per pound--weiht co.are4 to Ore



Table 12. NIT RJTURN PER POUND, OREGON
191i1-1950

oh turkey fare with an average rate of mortality of 13 per cent,

AND VZIGINIA

State
Cost per pound Price per pound Net return per pound

1950
Cents 0ente Cents Cents Cents Cents Ctø Cents Cents

Oregon 36.1 33.5 32.g 14.4.8 32.0 28.2 8.7 - 1.5 - 14.6
Illino1s 3 .8 32.0 33.0 49.2 40.3 369 11.4 8.3 39Illinois 3b.0 30.6 31.6 I;9.2 I0.3 36.9 13.2 9.7 5.3Ylrgthla 33.0 28.7 29.2 48.2 36.6 36.2 15.2 7.9 7.0



Reiona1 Differences in Ixn.ortant Items of Cost

Feed

The most important single cost in the production of
market turkeys is feed. Approximately 88 per cent of the
total cost of production on Oregon turkey farms Was *O

counted for in the feed consumed by the birds. In Virginia,
feed accounted for 73 per cent of the production cost, while
in IllinoIs 64 per cent of the cost was attributed to feed.
The variation in the percentage of cost attributed to feed
is due to difference in the price of feed, the amount of
feed consumed and the cost of the other factors of pro-
duotiori,

The consumption of feed per bird will vary according
to breed, age of bird when sold, quality of feed used, the
general feeding procedure followed and the quality of tur-
key range available. The low feed consumption per bird in
Virginia compared with Illinois and Oregon may be accounted

f or by (1) the sale of birds at an early age and (2) the
availability of good range. Both of those factors contri-
bute to decreased grain consumption.

Thus, the 27 flocks of Brood-Breasted Bronze In the
Virginia study consumed 89 pounds of feed per bird and
were sold when 180 days old. The average Oregon turkey
consumed 108 pounds of feed and was not sold until 196 days
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old. In Illinois the average feed consumption per bird
was 110 pounds, but no age at time of sale was reported,
When adjustment for mortality is made, the teed consump-

tion in Illinois averaged 107 pounds per bird.
Table 1.3 ehows the average loosi market coats of 100

pounds of poultry ration in certain seleotedatatee and
for the United States during the ten-year period 1941-
1950. As would be expected feed ii cheapest in the Mid-
Woat area1 with Minnesota coneistantly having the lowest
cost per 1OO pounds of ration,

It is to be noted that from 1941 through 1948, the
ration cost in Oregon was less than in Virginia. In the
last two y a however the advantage of cheaper feed, has
shifted to Virginia. The scope of this shift is illus-
trated in Figure 2 which shows the differential in poultry
ration oost3 t or Oregon, Illinois and Virginia as compared

to Minnesota.

Why was the cost of feed in the Pacific Coast so high
in relation to other areas in 1949 and 1950? It would seem
that thia question can be answered by considering two fac-
tors: (3.) typo of teed grain and (2) type of protein sup..

plemerit used in poultry ration by producers of different
areas.
Tie of Fee4 .rowu: In contrast to the Mid-ieat and East



1914 192 19k3

Vol. Vol.
2.Ii.6
2.07
1.90
2. !6
2.37
2.1k
2.2].

2.91
2. I7
2032
2.9
2,7
2.67
2.66

Bureau of 1.eu1turai £oonoiae, UO8.D.A.

1945 19k6 L7 191 19I 1950
Vol. Do].. 1. Do].. Vol. D00
3.2.
2.70

32
2.6

3.89
.3.9

i.5i
14..00

ii..66
li.06

3.83
3.11

390
3.33

2.57 2.52 3. OI. 3.81 3.87 2.98 3.16
3.28 3.23 3.85 I.14i 14.57 3.714. 3,87
3.06 3.08 3.56 14.31 14.514. 14.12 lj..08
2.88 2.86 3. 15 I.O2 14.21 3J19 3.1;8
2.91i. 2.91 3.i6 J.17 14.29 3.14.6 3.57

New York 2.10
Illinole 1.70
l4inn e eota 1.53
Virginia 2.10
Oregon 1.96
Texa 2 1.72United 8tatea 1.83

Table 13. AVERAGE LOCAL KABXT 003? OF POULTR RATIO STATES
1914-1950



Cexiti Per
Hundred Weight
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Figure 2. DIFFERENTIA.L IN POULTRY RATION C(TS, ORFX3ON, ILLINOIS
AND VIRGINIA AS C0PARED TO MINNFSOTA, 1914-1950..

* Bureau of Agricultural Economics, U.S.D.A.
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where corn is preferred, the Pacific Coast poultrymen use

wheat as the predominant grain in the poultry ration. Un-

til recently it was not profitable for the Western producer
to use corn, western-grown wheat cost less than corn which
had to be transported west from the corn belt. In a like
manner corn is cheaper than wheat in the Mid-West and East.

However, since 1948, the support price for wheat has been
so high that corn could be shipped into the Coast states
and in spite of transportation charges still undersell
wheat. Figure 3 shows the average prices received by t
ore for corn and wheat in Oregon, Illinois and Virginta
f or the five-year period, 1946 to 1950. Although those

prices are below those actually paid by turkey producers,
the price differentials betwoen the two grains in each
state are applicable for prices paid as well as for prices
received.

Regardless of the cost, Western turkey producers have
continued to ue wheat in their scratch mixture. Altbough

a trend towards the use of corn has developed in the last
few years, wheat still is the predominant feed grain.
lag in feed ration adjustment to shifting grain price
be attributed in part to custom. Growers, who have used

very little corn in the past hesitate to change their feed-
ing practices. If the 1949-1950 relationship in the price
of corn and wheat is to continue however, then an industry
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Figure 3 PRICE RECEIVED BY FAL'IERS FOR WHEAT AND CORN, OREGON,
ILLINOIS AND VIRGINIA, 19146_1950*

* Bureau of Agriculture Eooicsnioe, U.S.D.A.
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wide shift to corn would appear inevtab1e, A. two price

system for wheat, as advocated by many western wheat grow

era, would also serve to improve Oregon's comparative
advantage. Under this ay3tem, wheat used for feeding pur
poses would be sold at a price below the current support
level, Changing eoonomio conditions which would force

the price of wheat back into line with the other feed
grains would also preclude a shift to the use of corn.

Type of Protein: For years the moat inexpensive protein
supplements f or poultry ration have been those obtained
from vegetable 5011053. However, it was a generally

accepted fact that a poultry ration had to contain protein
from an animal source if the birds were to thrive. The

use of vegetable protein supplements by turkey growers was
therefore limited,

Within the past few years, advances in the field of
poultry nutrition have been such that now allmvegotable

protein rations produce results equal if not superior to
those rations containing animal protein. Table 14 presents
a comparison of the cost differential between animal and
vegetable protein supplements,

The higher cost of a poultry ration on the Pacific
Coast as compared to these areas may be due in part to *

lag in shifting to the use of vegetable protein supp3.el.
ments, Western turkey growers however, will be forced
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Table 114. AVERA(} WflOLbØALE PRICE PR TON OF PROTEIN SUPPJ$MENT
(191i1-195o)

3oybøan Peanut
mea3. meal

hiS protein 145% protein
Chioago Southeast

Bureau of Agricultural gconomioa, U.S. D. A.

Ltneeed Meat
aerap a

55% protein
Chi eago

Fiah
meal

67% protein
San Pranaisco

19!.1 141.85 140.60 37.55 60.60 714.60
19142
'9143

142.80
51.90

140.55
53.00

1414.80
145.50

83,20
83.80

79.50
79.50

191i14 52.9O 53.10 145.50 85.60 79.50
1914
1914.

52.00
70.50

3.00
8.00

5.50 85.140
89.25

79.50
103 .70

19147 83.75 76.35 82.90 107.75 163.50
19148 86.50 77.00 77.25 105.35 155.70
19149
1950

75.145
714.75

614.80
69.20

66.00
67.55

118.15
111.2O

200.50
1145.15

Doll are Dollare are Dollaz'e Dollara
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into nakirig this shift if the present price relationship
continues between animal and vegetable supplements. With

the average producer losing money on every pound of turkey

raised, production costs must be reduced to a minimum if

the Industry is to continue t the present scale of oper
at ion.

Thrkey-Feed Ratio: The position of the Western producer
is well illustrated by the turkey-teed ratio. The ratio
represents the pounds of feed that a pound of turkey will
buy. The variables in this ratio are the price of feed
and the price of turkey, Changes In one factor when not

offset by a proportionate change in the other factor, in
the same direction, will result in a change in the ratio.

Oregon's turkey-feed ratio has been unfavorable for
the past few years due to high feed costs and low turkey
prices. The fewer the pounds of feed that can be purchas-
ed by a pound of turkey, the more unfavorable the ratio.
It means that a greater proportion of the receIpts from
the sale of a bird must be used to pay for the feed con
sumed. This, of course, reduces the possible net return
to the grower. Table 15 shows the average annual turkey-
feed ratio by geographic regions. It is to be noted that
for the last two years the Pacific Coast has the lowest
turkey-feed ratio in the nation. The spread between the

turkey-feed ratios inOregon, Illinoisand Virginia
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Table 15. TUKkT-F1hD RATIO B G0GRAPHIC RJX}I0N8, 19l195O *

Region l9ILl 19.2 191.3 l9IiL 191i.5 1914.6 19k7 19148 19149 1950

New England 9.5 9.9 10 8 10.0 10.6 9.5 8.3 9 2 1O.Ij. 9.2Middle Atlantic 11.5 ii.6 13.1 11.8 12.9 11.0 9.2 10.8 12.8 11.1Last Mortki Central 9.8 10.1 11.8 11.3 11.9 10 3 &2 10.0 12.2 9.8Weet North Central 10.1 io.6 11.8 11.9 12.6 10.8 8.2 10.8 12.7 10.0South Atlantic 9.2 9.14. 10.5 10.]. 11.1 9.14 8.1 94 10.6 9.14.Last South Central 8.0 8.2 9.6 9.l 10.14. 9.0 7.8 8.6 10.5 8.9West South Central 7.2 8.0 9.5 9.6 10.3 8.5 6.6 8.2 9.0 7.14Mountain
Pacific

9.8
8.8

104
10 1

11.8
11.6

11.6
104 12.14.

11.1
10.2
8.9

8.3
6.7

10.2
9.2

10.2
8.8 7,9

6 9
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is presented in Figure 4. 

The calculated feed cost per pound of turkey produced 

for Oregon, Illinois and Virginia during the tbree..year 

period l948'1950 is given in Table 16. 

Table 16. COST OF FEED PER POUND OF TURKEY LIVEWEIGHT 
OREGON, ILLINOIS, VIRGINIA, 194850 

ed per pound or turkey 
1949 1950 

The amount of reed consumed per bird has an important 

effect on the cost of production. The grower attempte to 

produoe the maximum gain in weight per pound of feed oon 

sumed. The less feed needed to raise a bird to maturity, 
the greater the possible net return. This can best be 

illustrated by using the feed consumption figures as re 
ported in the Virginia arid Oregon studies. 

Let it be assumed that the average feed consumption 

per bird for both states is transposed; that is, assume 

that the feed consumed per bird. in Oregon is the same as 

that actually consumed in Virginia and conversely, that 
the feed consumed in Virginia is the same as that actual 

Oregon 5.2 22.7 22.9 25.2 
Illinois 5.8 21.7 20.4 26.6 
Virginia 5,0 20 3 19.8 23.9 
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Figure 14. TURET-FE) RATIO FOR OREGON, ILLINOIS kJD VIRGINIA
19141-1950*

* Bure*u ot Agricultural Economics, U.S.D.A.
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consumed in Oregon, Under this assumption the average teed
COrl8UlflptiOn per bird would be 87 pounds in Oregon and 108

pounds in Virginia.

On this basis, the feed cost in Virginia would be in-
creased 4.9 centa per pound for a total cost of produotton

34.1 cents per pound of turkey. ThIà would reduce the

net return per pound from 7.0 cents to 2.]. cents. On the

other hand, feed costs in Oregon would be reduced 4.5 cents
per pound. The total cost of production, n Oregon, would

then be 28.5 cents per pound and the net loss would be
reduced to 0.1 cents per pound,
Methods of Reducing Feed Consumption: The question arises
as to the possible means of reducing feed consumption.
is a generally accepted fact that a good turkey range
reduce teed consumption from 10 to 20 per cent. Virginia
has some good summer range on which to pasture growing t

keys. Thus, growers in that state are in position to
reduce grain consumption to some extent by substituting
succulent green feed. However, due to the dry summer,

good ranges are not available In the Willamette Valley
without irrigation. A consideration of the economic feasi
bility of irrigated pasture for turkeys is beyond the scope
of this study. It is, however, of sufficient merit
warrant further Investigation.

Another means of reducing feed consumption Is to raise



earlier maturing turkeys. On the bais of the studies in
Oregon and Virginia, the eastern producers marketed their
birds, on the average, 17 days earlier than did the weat.
em growers. This could account for * savings of up to
20 pounds of feed per birci,

The older turkeys become, the less efficient they are
in tbc u.e of feed. Their feed err icienoy begins to di-
crease rapidly after the 150-day mark is reached. M the
birds get older a greater ariount of feed is needed for
body maintenance with a corresponding decrease in the
amount of feed available for gain in body weigh Thus,

the earlier the birds are marketed, the greater the feed
utilization and the lower the feed cost per pound of gain.

However, the producer cannot dispose of his flock at
top market prices until they are properly finished. He

is therefore forced to hold late maturing birds until they

have fleshed out and are comparatively free of pin feath-
ers. There is not much that the producer can do to hasten
maturity. Proper feeding practices will shorten the grow-

ing period but the development of y maturing strain
of BroadBreasted Bronze is essentially a problem for the
turkey breeders.

è.nother factor effecting proper finish, over
the farmer no control, is the weather, Cool fall
weather is considered ideal f or the production of full



feathered, properly finished bird
It would thus appear that the Oregon turkey producer

is not in a position to immediately effect a s*viris in
feed consumption either through the use of irrigated pas-
ture or the production of early maturing birds. The only

other course of action remaining is to attempt to reducó
the price of the turkey ration.
Ways of Reducing Feed Costs: This can be accomplished in

some degree by purchasing feedatuffs, both mash and grain,

in bulk quantities and storing them on the
needed. If the cost of storage facilities can be held to
a minimum, the savings, by such purchasing methods, may

often be substantial. The purchase of locally-grown gra
at harvest time i a practioal means of reducing feed
coats, The price of grain is usually at its lowest during
this time of year.

When a disparity in price exists between feed grains,
every effort should be madi

Thus in 1949 Oregon turkey growers found it profitable to
buy oorn by carload lots in the Mid-Nest and pay the ship-
ping charges rather than buy wheat at the locally quoted
prices (Figure 3). A familiarity with current grain prices
should be 8 "must" with every turkey producer. The sav-

ings made by purchasing the cheaper grain in any one year
might be the difference between a net profit arid a net

o use the lower cost feed.
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loss at the end of the year. The Oregon producer should

also maximize the use of low cost barley, oats and apeltz
in place of wheat and corn to the extent that the quality
of the ration is not impaired,

The relative merit of homegrown grain as compared

to purchased grain would require a separate etdy on the
cost of producing such grain under varying conditions.

In a like manner, the economics of home mixing of mash
has never been fully explored. However, under existing

price situatione, it behooves the Oregon turkey producer
to examine each and every feed management practice for

ways end means of reducing costs.

Poults

The cost of poulta is the second largest expense in
the production of market turkeys, Table 17 gives the ad
justed coats for the three states from 1948 to 1950.

Table 17. POTJLT COST PER TURKEY RAISED,
OREGON, ILLINOIS AND VIRGINIA

(1948-60)

Oregon
Illinois
Ill inol a *
Virginia

Dollars
1.04
1
1 00

85

Poult cost per turke
48 1949

ol1ars

I sed
1950

Dollars
.98 .86

1 21 1.11
1.09 1.00

.85 80

Adjusted t or 15 per cent rnopta1 7.
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The price of poults per bird sold accounted for 14
per cent of the total cost of production in. Oreoñ, 20 per
cent in Illinois and 16 per cent in Virginia. The cost per'

turkey raised ia obtained by dividing the cost of poult
purchased by the number of birds marketed. In this manner
the cost of mortality Included in the charge f or poulta.

It should be recognized that the price of the poult
is not the only loss sustained when a bird dies. Depend

ing on the age of the bird, losses are also Incurred in
the feed consumed, the labor expended, and the other ex.
êfl8OS of production. A reduction in the possible earning

power of the producer must also be considered as a 1088,

The price of poulta is determined by the cost of pr'o

ducing hatching ogs and by the demand for poulte and will
vary according to breed, The grower himself can do little
to reduce the coat of poults beyond holding mortality to
a minimum. A comparison of the price of poults in the
three states over a period of years is given in Table

Table 18. TURKEY POULT PRICES
OREGON, ILLINOIS AND VIRGINIA

(1945-1950)

Oregon 75 65 65 88 83 13
Illinois 70 76 75 75 82 75
Virginia 68 71 72 80 75

State a per poult
1945 1946 1947 1948 194 1950

Cents Cents Cents Cents Cents Cents
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It would appear that the differential in the cost of
pou].ts in each state is not significant and it thus be

concluded that in this element of cost, Oreon baa neither
a comparative advantage or disadvantage over other turkey

states.

Labor

Lab or the third major item of expense in the pro
duction of market turkeys. Of the total cost of produc
tion, labor accounted for 9 per cent of the coat in
Oregon, 8 per cent in Illinois and 6 per cent in Virginia.
The labor charge in each state adjusted for the last three
years, is presented in Table 19.

Table 19. LABOR COST PER TURKEY,
OREGON, ILLINOIS AI VIRGflIA,

(1948.u.50)

State bor cost ser turke raised

Cents Cont Cents

When the average ware rate used in each study is ad*
justed. to 1950 by means of the "Index of Farm Wages" as

reported by the BAR, the average wage per hour in Virginia
was .50, in Illinois .7]. and in Oregon, l.O3. The

question arises as to whether or not labor, skilled in

Oregon 66 63 6
Illinois 48 49 49
Virginia 29 28 29



turkey production, in Virginia would actually work for
50 cents an hour.

Illinois does not give a breakdown of labor but in
Oregon only 20 per cent of the labor was hired while in
Virginia 29 per cent of the labor was hired. The opera-

tor and his family contribute most of the labor needed to
raise the turkeys to market age. It can be assumed that
this represents skilled arid experienced labor with the
labor employed representing primarily unskilled help.

If the Virginia operator was to employ labor wit
the skill and experience to perform the caine work he bad

been doing, it would seem that a higher wa&'e would be

necessary to attract desirable help. Therefore, the labor
ooet figure in V1rgnia, since it approximates hired labor
wage appears to be lower than it should be.

It is to be recognized, of course, that farm wage

rates on the Pacific Coast are among the highest in the
country. This can be seen in the average farm wage rate
for selected states as presented in Table 20.

As with all items of cost, the Oregon producer must
reduce the use of labor to a minimum. The saving of even
one cent per pound of turkey produced is significant under
present price conditions, The issue might be raised, bo.
ever, on what would be accomplished by the more efficient
labor on the typical Oregon turkey farm.



Table 20. FARM WAGE RATES PER HOUR, SELECTED
STATES AND UNITED STATES (1948-1950)

York
Illinois
Minnesota
Virginia
Texas
Oregon
United States

Wage

.89

.86

.89

.56

.60

.97
69

If the grower were to employ expensive labor
equipment and then simply waste the labor so saved, little
is to be gained by efficient operation, However, efficient
use of labor is associated with a higher productive capa-

city per man. Th. purpose in reducing labor requirements
per bird would be to enable the producer to handle more

birds during the growing season or to allocate part of
his labor supply to alternative enterprises.

Table 21 lists several important types of farming
factors for the 89 Oregon farina included in the turkey
cost study. Almost two-thirds of the full time farms In
the study had turkey production as the primary enterprise.
It Is to be noted that the 51 full-time turkey farms have
an average of 490 productive man work unite. It would
therefore appear that the labor supply of the average farm
family would be fully utilized with no need for expansion
or diversification. However, hidden by the average figur



Type
of

farming

Number Crop Aver- Percent Number of
of acres age PMWtY farms having

farms per PMJ in breeder hens
farm turkeys

Poultry 51 63 490 72 37
Dairy 3 170 4'73 26 1
General 17 99 457 38 10Intensive crop 8 94 801. 29 5Part-time 9 22 398 75 2
Resident 3. 42 72 56 0

is the fact that one-third of the full.tirne turkey farms
have an average of less than 300 per farm.
It is this group that should be especially concerned with
the problem of efficient utilization of available labor.

The number of turkeys that can be raised in any year
is, of course, dependent on the availability of the fac-
tors of land, labor, equipment and buildinge and operat-

tug capital. Another very important factor not to be
overlooked is the element of risk. The size of the turkey
flock will often be limited, not by the factors of pro-

duction, but by the amount of risk that the operator dares
to incur.

It might well be, that a 2,000 bird flock on a
diversified operation is more attractive to the operator
than a 6,000 bird flock as a specialized enterprise. In
either case the emphasis on labor efficiency should be

52

Table 2 TYPE OF FARMING FACTORS FOR 89 OREGON F
PRODUCING TURKEYS IN 1949
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stressed in those inetancea where labor is the limiting
factor' preventing full utilization of the available labor
supply. It would seam that those producers, who are not
operat1n at full labor efficiency, would do well to con-

sider expansion of their flocks or the inclusion of other
enterprises in their operations.

Other Expenses

The other cos f production which have been corn-

bined under "other exponsee" will be briefly mentioned
These coats account for 9 per cent of total production
costs in Oregon and 8 per cent in both Illinois and
Virginia. Table 22 gives the adjusted value of these
miscellaneous coat items in each of the states for thi
past three years,
Table 22. OTHER EXPENSES PER TURKEY, OREGON, ILLINOIS

AND VIRGINIA, (1948-1950)

Oregon
111in018
Virginia

Most of the volved in "other expenses'
of a minor nature and when considered separately are of
little importance, However, as with the major items of
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oots, the farmer atand to benefit whenever such expenses

are held to a minImum consistent with the maintenance of

quality production. This is especially true in those

periods when net returns are at a mnirmirn level.

It is to be noted that "other expenses" are identI-

as]. for Illinois *nd Virginia while Oregon is approxi-

mately20 cents higher'. This would increase the cost of
production in Oregon one cent per pound. Part of thin

dIfferential might be due to storage charges. In 1949,

Oregon producers held some birds in storage in antici-

pation of higher prices that never materialized,

Rail Rates

The cost of production is merely one aspect of the

problem of comparative advantage. The prioes received

for the finished bird is of equal importance when consid-

ering the competitive position of the Oregon turkey

industry. It is, of course, the residue of market prices

over production costs, or net returns, that determines

the relative profitableness of enterprises.

Oregon is a surplus area in the production of t

keys. The same Is true of other Western states. Local

consumption can account for only a fraction of the tota

turkey crop end the greatest portion of western production

is shipped east of the Mississippi River, primarily to the



large cities of the oøstern seaboard.

The fact the 0re,origrown turkeys must be shipped

long distances to market means tht Oregon producers

aust absorb the shipping charje incurred in the iriarketirig

process, The extent of these charges Is presented in

Table 23 which gives the cost of shipping a pound of tur

key by rail from various
major markets

Table 23. RAIL RATE PER POUND OF TURKEY IN CARLOAD LOTS,
1950*

From

Port land
Salt Lake
Minneapolis
Des Moines
Omaha
St. Louis
Ft. Worth
Richmond

Rail rate .er .oun' of turks' ahi..od to
hiladeiphia Chicagosw York Boston

nte
4.39
3.86
1.89
1.82
2.01
1.58
2.83

88

* Carload 1t 30,000 pounds, ne weight.

As would be expected, Oregon, which is furthest from
the major consumption areas, has the highest shipping
cost. There is little that can be done to reduce this
cost. In the short run, it is more or less a fixed cost
which will vary as rail rates in geüeral vary, and which
the Oregon producer must accept as a more or less perman
ent disadvantage.

sections of the country to

Cents Cents Cents

4.39 4.39 3.18
3.87 3,80 2.56
1.96 1.89 1.10
1.90 1.78 .98
2.0'? 1.96 1.15
1.67 1.55 1.08
2.96 2.83 1,65
1.08 .79
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When freight rates are raised by a straight percent-
age increase, as baa occurred a number of times in recent
years, the Oregon producer is placed at even a greater
disadvantage. With his initially h1her freight costs,
such a rate change means that be must pay a greater in
crease than does the producer in the Mid-West. This

results in a still lower return per bird. Thus, if the
1950 rates ere increased ten per cent the producer snip-
ping to New York from Portland would have to absorb an

additional freight charge of 44 cents per 100 pounds of
turkey. On the other hand, a producer shipping his birds
to New York from Minneapolis wo4ld only have to absorb

an additional 18 cents in freight charges, 1 would

give the Mid-Western producer an additional advantage of

26 cents per 100 pounds In total receipts.
It is of interest to note that during the ar period,

1941-1945, the price received by Oregon growers was

times as high as the price received In Virginia. This was

due to large purchases of turkeys by the Armed Forces for
use in the Pacific and Asian areas. The Oregon grower

was closest to xiarket in this Instance and there was no
freight charges to absorb,

In the long run, if Western population anct per capita
turkey consumption both continue to increase there 4night
be a time when the West will become a turkey ILlpOl'ting
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are8. This is not likely to occur unless unfavorable
conditions result a permanent reduction of the Western
turkey population.

of Turkey

The supply of turkey svilable and the demand for
turkey will determine the market price at any given time.
The average price per pound to the farmer for turkeys
sold at the farm for the last ten years on a regional
basis is given in Table 24. The price to growers in
Oregon, Illinois and Virginia is presented in Figure 5.

The demand for turkey is primarily the resultant
of two factors: general economic conditions and the

availability and price of red meats and poultry, Demand

will be stimulated when the spendable income per person

is at a high level and when red meats are either scarce
or high priced in relation to turkey. nother factor of
increasing importance affecting the demand f or turkey is
the present emphasis on turkey as a year around food item,
not merely as a delIcacy to be served on certain holidays.
The Oregon turkey producers snd the turkey industry as a
whole stand to benefit from any program directed at cow-
sumere which will increase the consumption of turkey by
encouraging the consumer to use turkey throughout the
year. The greater the demand, the higher the price for



Region 
1914.1 

Cents 

Atiantta 26.3 
North Centrai. 20.14. 

Avera:e price per pound received by farmers for live turke 
19 1914.5 1914.6 1914.7 19I 19k9 1950 

Cents Cents Cents Cents Oents Osnte Centre 

io.e 
3)4.14. 

14.2.3 
36.1 

32. 
36.7 

32.2 
38.14. 

31.2 30.3 
314..0 28.9 

United States 19.5 33,9 328 

Bureau of Agricultural Economics., U.S.D.A. 

140.6 116,2 IiJi.4 53.5 141L1 
33.14 36.6 37.b 14. e2 3$.0 
3l, 

37.9 
36,2 
14.0.2 

35.2 
140.5 

1.t.11 314.7 
3&7 

30.6 32.1 32.11. 141.0 31.1 
3k.O 3 .0 3 .1 u.6.O 32.8 
33,6 3D.2 3D.14 146.7 35.1 

19142 1914.3 

Cents eente 

32.5 14.0.1 
2 .1 33.7 

2o,14. 30,2 
29.2 35.14. 
23.8 30.1 
28,9 33. 
27,lj. 32.b 

Table 2t.. LGE PRICE PER POUND RECEIVED BY FARMZR8 OR TURKEYS LIVEWEIGRT, 1914.1u.5O 

West North Central l.14. 
South Atlantic 230 
South Central 17.11 

West 20. 
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1914 '12 '13 '144 '145 '146 '147 '1j8 '149 '50

Figur. 5. PRICE PER POUND OF TURKEY, LIVEWEIGff TO FARMERS,
OREGON, ILLINOIS AJD VIRGINIA, 1%1_1950.*

* Bur.&u of 4rioulturs1 Noonoinios, tT.S.D.A.
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a given supply of turkey

With a given market price the Oregon producer can

ixnize his return by producing prime birds. Processors
in Oregon pay for birds on a dressed grade basis with the
top price being quoted for the prime or Grade A birds.
Each cut in grade brings the producer a lower price per
pound (Table 25).

Table 25. DRESSED PRICES RECEIVED
FOR TURKEY BY GRADE*

(88 Flocks in Western Oregon, 1949)

* Hyer, Edgar A. Cost of raising market
turkeys in western Oregon, 1949. Corvallis
Oregon State College, 1981. 6 p. (Agri..
cultural experiment station circular of
information no. 495) p.6.

It is obvioua from the price differential shown
that the grower who can market most of his flock as

Grade A birds will reotrd the largest total return. If
these birds can be produced at no greater cost than the
lower grade turkeys then the producers with the Grade A

flocks wil]. also show the greatest net return. The

problem of total feed consumption and early maturing

A 43.7 30 9
B 40 4 27 1
C 53.1 25.3

Tjnde rgrade 15.6 15.4
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birds, which have already been disouase, re major

factors in determining the net returns to the producer
and really cannot be separated from the factor of price
received for the marketed product.

The spread between the price of hens and toms really
represents a premium for small birds. It would seem that
the Oregon producer might indeed do well to consider

raising a small type turkey. The widenuing gap between the

price paid for turkeys in Oregon as compared to Illinois
and Virginia, (Pigure 5), might be partially explained by
the increasing number of Belteville Small White turkeys
that are being raised in the East. The premium which is

paid for this breed over the price for the BroadBressted
Bronze would be reflected in the average price reported
f or each state.

t would thus appear Oregon producers are confronted

with a double problem of high costs f or the factors of
production and low receipts from the marketed product in

relation to comparable situations in other sections of
the country.

Comparative Advantage

This study has been concerned with the advantages or
disadvantages confronting the Oregon farmer In the prow
duction of turkey as compared to other turkey producing



areas. No mention has been made as to the comparative

advantages of turkey production in Oregon in relation to
other possible farm enterprises.

The law of comparative advantage infers that the

tendency is for every farmer to produce those products
for which the resources available have the greatest
comparative advsntage. Thus, while other areas may enjoy

a greater comparative advantage than Oregon in the pro.
duoton of turkeys, it still may be that when Oregon
farmers consider alternative enterprises to make use of
their available resources, the production of turkeys
rould. still represent the maximum utilization of such
resources.

Thus, some Oregon farms, specially those located
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on poor hill soils may only be adapted with difficulty,
if at all, to enterprises other than turkeys. Unless the

operator shifts completely out of farming, turkey pro.'
duotion may be just as profitable as any of the alter'-
native enterprises that could make use of the available
resources, In oases such as this, the production of tur
keys will continue regardless of the comparative advan.'
tage possessed by other areas.

The problem of type of farming and enterprise
selection will not be considered by this study other than
to recognize that the comparative advantage or disadvantage



In ].atlon to other areae I a relative concept
flius be con5idered within the ecope of availability of
local resoiwces and the po5aibility of alternative
enterpriaes,



The Effect on Net Return to Oreon Turks Producer
Luse. '7 ary n t e om na on o

1rioe and 1roduction1aaetora

The competitive position of the Oregon turkey pro-
ducer has been compared with that of producers in Illinois

and Virginia. If it were assumed that the oost studies
used as the basis for this comparison reflect accurately
the production situation in each atate, and still
thor, in each region, it is then apparent that
turkey producer is in a most unfavorable position
present time.

while there are no coat data available from the West
North Central states, it seams reasonable to assume that
the cost-price e1ationship in this area would approxi-
mate those in Illioj, The price received per pound of
turkey would be lower but so would the coat of teed.
1950 the turkey-feed ratio for the East North Central
states was 9.8 as compared to 10.0 for the West North
Central states (Table 15), Feed will account for approxi-
mately two-thirds of the total cost of production in each
area, If other oots are held to be similar, then com-
parable turkey-toed ratios would indicate that net
returns should also be comparable,

Coat data are also lacking from the South Cezitri
region. This section of the country has the lowe
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turkey-feed ratio of any area other than the Weste

region, Texas, the only major production state in the
South Central region, baa a turkey..feed ratio of 7.5
compared to 6,7 f or Oregon, If this ratio were accepted
as indicative of comparative advantage, then 0reon, with
the lowest turkey-..fesd ratio of any major production
state, was in the poorest competitive position during
1950.

The comparison made between states in previous sec-
tions was only t or the three year period 1948.1950, As

a three year period can hardly be considered representa-
tive of the long run situation, the question is whether
or not Oregon's long run competitive position Is as un*.
favorable as It seems, Several theoretical models will
now be Constructed so as to enable a comparison to be
made as to Oregon's competitive position under varying
economic conditions.

Table 27, to be found at the conclusion of this
section, summarizes in tabular form the effects on net
income caused by varying the combinations of price and
production factors.
Model A: If It is assumed that costs other than teed
are fixed, what would the price of feed have to be it
the Oregon producer were to meet all expenses in 1950?
He received 5.89 per turkey marketed while the per bird
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coat of production totaled 6,86. This would mean that
feed costs must be reduoed by 97 cents if the operator
is to be paid for his labor at the prevailing wage and
If he 18 to reoeiv an average return on his invostnent.
In order to accomplish this reduction, poultry rations
would have to cost no iiore than 3.50 per hundredweight,
This Is a 20 per cent reduction in the average cost of
the ration in 1950.

It is obvIous that if feed costs were to be re-
duced 20 per cent in Oregon, due to a change in market
prices, similar reductions would occur elsewhere. For
simplicity it will be assumed that a 20 per cent roduc.
tion in feed costs occurs in both Illinois and Virginia.
In this case, the Virginia producer would receive a net
return totaling 1.80 per bird while the Illinois pro-.

ducer would realize a net return of l,75 per bird.
Thus, if it is assumed that the present relationship
between feed costs In various regions were maintained,
while the cost was reduced 20 per cent, Oregon would be
in a very unfavorable position.

The high level of profits in the Mid-*eat and Esat
would surely encourage a rapid expansion in the number
of turkeys being raised In these areas, The greater the
supply of turkey, the lower the price to producers.
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Thus, the Oregon producer would have his receipts reduced
and would once more be confronted with a net loss.
Model B: If all ost including feed were held constant,
what price would the Oregon producer have to receive it
he were tobalance expenditures and receipts? A price
per pound, liveweight, of 32.8 cents, or 37.3 cents on
dressed weight equivalent, would provide the Oregon grow
er with receipts sufficient to cover all costs. This is
4.7 cents more than he received in 1950 when the average
price per pound, liveweight, was 28.1 cents.

In 1950, the Virginia producer received 9 net return
of .13 per bird based on a price of 36.0 cents per
pound. This was 7.0 cents a pound more than was received
by the grower in Oregon. In shipping birds to the New
York market the local grower has freight charges exceed.
ing those of the Virginia grower by 3.5 cents. Thue, it
shipping coats were the only reason f or the price dif
ferential between the two states, then the Oregon producer
should have received 32.5 cents per pound of turkey,
The only apparent reason for the greater differential
would be the large numbers of Beltaville Small lfVhitea
that were raised In Virginia. These birds would receive
a premium 1' or their small size and thus raise the aver.
age turkey price level to some extent.

The argument is often raised to the effect that it



oosts more to produce a Bo].tsvtj].e than a Bronze and
that a premium in price is needed to offset higher pros
duotion costa. There has been no experiments]. data
that would substantiate such a conclusion. Furthermore,
it it can be assumed that the Virginia grower is acting
rationally, it would seem that the sweeping shift to
Beltavilla Small Whites reflects the expectations of
greater net returns than could be realized from t e pro-
ductio of Broad-Breasted Bronze,

Table 26 presents the equilibrium prioes for turkeys
and feed for 1950, when coats other than feed are held
constant, At any given price for turkey, ssswning the
cost-price relationship previously discussed, the grower
can meet a costs only if feed does not cost more than
indicated. In a like manner, the price that must be
received for turkey, if receipts are to cover expenses
when feed costs are at any given level, is also given,

Now let us consider the situation of the individu].
producer who ia attempting to reduce his feed costs. In
this case the 1950 price f or the average poultry ration,
4.39 per hundredweight, shall be used as the base price.

By what methods could this producer reduce his expendi-
ture f or feed 20 per cent?

As was previously mentioned, economies in teed cost
can be incurred by bulk purchasing and by using the most



Table 26. EQU1LIBjUM PRICES FOR
OREGON, 1950*

Price equivalents equivalents
hundred-

weight
of feed
Dollars

2.03
2 24
2*45
2 66
2 87
3 08
3.29
3.50
3.71
3.92

but is receiving no profit.

Price
Per pound Per hundred..
of turkey weight

of feed
Dollars

3]. 4.13
32 4,34

3 4.55
34 4.76
35 4.89
36 5.08
37 5.29
38 5.50
39 5.71
40 5.92

With other costs hold constant at the 1950 cost levelany given price f or turkey would require the correspond..ing price for feed if expenditures and receipts are tobalance,

inexptnatve protein supplements and food grains, con-
sistent with the maintenance of quality. Let is be
assumed that the producer does reduce his feed costs to
$3.50 per hundredweight. He is now meeting all expenses

It must be recognized that
there is a tendenoy for the marginal producers to shift
out of production at the equilibrium point. The avai1
ability of alternative opportunities and the ease in
effecting the change will determine the extent of any
such hif However, are there any other means by which

Per pound
of turkey

Cents
2].
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
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the individual producer can improve his competitive
position by reducing costs?

The individu1 producer can primarily effect major
savings in the cost of production by reducing costs of
feed and mortality. While overall etfloienoy ha been

emphasized as being desirable, especially in periods of
high costs and low prices, it is only in these two items
that substantial reductions in cost can be made by the
individual.

It has already been assumed that the producer can
reduce the cost of his ration by 20 per cent. The next
step is to reduce the amount of feed consumed per bird
marketed. It has been shown that it Oregon producers
could have reduced the amount of feed consumed per bird
from 108 pounds to 87 pounds, the net loss in 1950 would
have been cut from 4.8 cents per pound to only 0.1 cents
per pound. This saving in teed would be the combined
result of good range and early maturing stock.
Model C: The problem of good range in Oregon shall be
by..passed in this discussion, Our emphasis instead,
will be on reducing feed consumption by raising early
maturing birds, It will be assumed that a 15-pound re-
duction In feed consumption per bird would be achieved
by marketing the birds 18 days earlier. This would mean
that, the birds were 190 days old on the average Instead
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r,f 198 days old which was the average in the Oregon cost

study.

A 15-pound reduction in feed consumption would re

duos feed costs 52 cents if a hundredweight of ration

cost 3.5O. Instead of a charge of 3.77 for feed the

cost would now be 3.25. As expenditures and receipts

had been made to balance by reducing feed oost3 20 per

cent, the producer now has a net return of 52 cents,

The importance of mortality has been shown by cal-
ou].etirig the net return per bird in Illinois when the

rate of mortality was 26 per cent as compared to 15 per

cent. ot return f or the high mortality flocks

averaged 3.9 cents per pound while the flock with normal

mortality had an average net return of 5.3 cents per

pound. Thus, an 11 per cent reduction in mortality

increased the net return by 36 per cent.

A certain death loss is inevitable and a rate of

mortality of 10 per cent is about the lowest the average

producer can hope to attain. In the Oregon study the

45 producers with the lowest death losses had an average

mortality rate of 8.5 per cent. As the average mortality

rate was 15 per cent in 1950, let us assume that the

death loss can be reduced 5 per cent. This would do-

crease costs 5 cents per bird and would increase the net
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return to 7 cents per bird
This net return to an efficient operator is not an

unreasonable figure. The ten moat profitable flocks in
the 1949 Oregon study wore raised at a profit of l.1O
per bird. It must be realized, however, that tbee are
the above average producers operating under ideal con-

ditions and that the averace grower wi.11 realize no such
profit under present price conditions.

The reduction in the number of turkeys raised in
Oregon is a consequence of their unfavorable price-cost
relationship. The marginal producers are 1eaing th
industry providing they have alternative opportunities
to turn to. Thus it the trend in costs and prices is
to continue, 98 it has in the past few years it would
appear that a further contraction in production wiU
occur,

Model D: However, let it now, assume that the Or fl

industry as a whole, in 1950, was as efficient as that
in Virginia in relation to feed consumption and further-
more let it be assumed that the price received for tur-
key In Oregon shall be the same except for the absorption
of freight charges. In this case, the average feed
consumption per bird will be held at 90 pounds and the
price received per pound is 32.5 cents. It will oe
assumed that the birds in Oregon would weigh the same
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as the birds In Virginia or 18.5 pounds liveweight.
Instoad of a net loss of 97 cents the loss is reduced
to 13 cents per bird,
Model E: If we go one step farther, arid assume that the
ration in Oregon eoat the same as it did in Virginia in
1950 then the net return to the producer would be 33
cents.

Model F: From this oomparjaon It would seem obyiou that
the outlook for the Indu3try in Oregon is not bright, A

further oompa.rieon can be made by assuming that while
the feed consumption and weight of the birds are held
constant, the price of food In Oregon is equal to that
in Virginia. The price of pou.lta shall also be reduced
from 75 cents to 60 cents per poult. Assuming the 1950
price of 28.1 cents per pound, livewelCht, the Oregon
producer would record a net loss of 14 cents per bird.
ModelO.: By assuming a local market for all Oregon prow
duction at the same price Virginia growers claim, as can
only occur with a large increase in both population and
per capita turkey consumption, then a subtnti1 net
income will be realized. This can be further enhanced
by reducing feed costs to the VIrginiA level and by re
duoing both the poult coat and rate of mortality, In
this i.deal situation the Oregon producer would receive
a net income 'f :1.39 per bird.
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Frozi thia set of comparative models It Is to be
aeon that except for an ideal situation, not likely
occur in the next few years, the net income of Oregon
turkey producers falls far below that received by pros
ducers in the Mid-West and Es



Tbi. 27. THE PEC? ON XE? REWRN TO OREGON TURKEY PRODUCERS CAllSVARYING TEE CONBINAPIQRS OP PRICE AND UCTIO PACT -

P? cent **i'taiity 15.0 35.0Poundc of feed oOnatød 108 108Av.rag. ltveretglit 20,9 20.9Prjo feed per hundred
weight

Pr.. per pound tur
key 1IY.w.ight 28.1w 28.ld 32.8Price per poult 75.0 75.O 7 . p1

$1,39 $1!5O $!.39 $1.39

32.

15.0 20.0
108 low
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onclusion

Through the use of model situations it has been
demonstrated that Oregon turkey producers are in a moat
unfavoz'able competitive position, In only one inetenae,
other than the ideal situation, was the net return to
Oregon producers even halt as much as that received by
producers in Virginia. This was possibl. only with
reductions in teed prices and feed consumption that the
averaGe producer could not hope to duplicate,

Virginia was used as the comparison because coat
data from that state were recent and in such a form as
to be readily compared with the data obtained from the
Oregon study, Howeyer, on the basis of the price-cost
relationship existing in the North Oentral states, it
would seem logical to conclude that the net return to
producers in this area would approximate that in Viz'-
ginia. In fact, due to the low price of feed in thie
area, turkey producers in the North Central region would
be in a more favorable position than those in the 'ast
if there was to be a decrease in the price of turkeys.

The production of turkeys in the Mid-West is another
method of marketing corn, The typical Oregon turkey
producer, on the other hend, is not marketing grain but
turkeys. This means that he purchases the bulk of his
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teed. Under such cOnditjon the MidWeatern producer
will find it profitable to raise turkeys long after the
Oregon producer has ahown a net lose.

An important factor in the high coat of producing
turkeys in Oregon is the high price of wheat compared to
other teed grains. As a result of the present price
support policies, the traditional disparity between
poultry ration costs in Oregon arid the Mid-.West v

doubled in 1949 arid 1950. In this earns period, Vir.
gins producers, whose teed costa aiways had been slight.
ly higher than those of producers in Oregon, were able
to purchase their feed for 20 to 40 cents a hundredweight
less than could Oregon producers.

:t has been shown however, tha
to the traditional feed cost al
typical Oregon turkey produc just about man go to
meet all his expenses, At the time producers in
the Mid-Wont arid East would be ording a substan' 1*1
net return from their operations. it must therefore be
concluded that a drop in feed coats will not autoxnatioal.
ly solve the problems of the turkey grower.

An additional aspect of this problem Is the further
expansion of production due to the high level of returns
in the Midest and East./If producers in these sections
have no alternative enterprises which would be at least
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pro

return
ed. An increasing supply of turkey will,
circumstances, result in a lower market
eduction in tho prios of turkeys will make
of the Oregon turkey grower still more

equally pro
duotion will
La to be

under normal

price, Any

the position

untenable.

The disparity in the price paid for

able, then it can be expeot
continue to expend as Ion

Oregon arid the Eastern production areas is greeter than
would be warranted by the differeritia]. in the cost of
shipping the birds to Eastern markets. If this extra
differential is oauaed by tho type of bird marketed,
then the Oregon turkey grower would do well to shift his
production to the more desirable type of bird. From

present thdiatt it would appear that the trend to
ward the email size bird will develop to the extent that
the Broad Breasted Bronze .111 be dieplaosd by the
Beltavill, Small Whites as the number one market turkey.

The turkey industry In Oregon has been on the decline
eine 1945 and apparently this trend will continue for
the next few years, The level that production mue

roach before the industry is stabilized cannot be defin.
Itely ostablihed at this time. The stabilization the
Oregon turkey industry Is dependent on two factors
the future price..00st relationships d (2 the selection

urkeys between
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of alternative opportunities available to the Oregon
pIoducer,

Reductions in feed and mortality costs are the pri
methods by which Oregon producers can reduce their

operating coat Savin in feed costs be effected
by reducing feed oonau.mption and by low t ion
coats per hundredweight through bulk purchases arid the
use of the most inexpensive grains and protein supple..
merits consistent with maintain.ng quality. A reduction
in the average death loss will reduce mortality coats
which include riot only the original cost of the poults
but also the feed, labor and other expenses incurred
until the bird was lost,

It has been shown that when feed and mortality c
are held to the barest rninium the net return to the
Oregon producer is only half that received by the aver
ae producer j Virginia, It must be recognized that
the typical Oregon producer could not hope to operate
at such a level of efficiency. Furthermore produc..
tiori increases in the East, the total receipts per bird
wil]. be reduced du.e to the drop in price which would
follow an increase in production. The Oregon producer,
already operating at xnaxirijujn efficiency, would be in no
positiofl to effect any addit1ori1 economies in the coat
of production,



The decrease in the number of turkeys produoed in
Oregon is the consequence of this unfavorable oompeti.
tive poit1on. Producers are shifting from turkey pros
duotto to alternative farm enterprises or else they
are leaving the agrioultura production picture alto.
gether. Thie shift will be made not only by the
marginal producer but also by the supermarina producer
who anticipates a greater return from an alternatly.
enterprise,

There are two groups of producers that will oontinu
to raise turkeys. The first group consists of the above
average farmers who are receiving profits as great as
could be anticipated from any alternative enterprise.
The second group consists of marginal producers who find
that turkey production has the greatest comparative adi.
vantage in the use of their available resources, is
group either has no choices of alternative opportunities
at all, or else these alternatives are such that their

competitive position would not be improved, Unless,
tbeo producers shift out of farming altogether,
will continu, to raise turkeys,

The level of turkey production in Oregon will be
stabilized when thie latter group is reduced to those
producers who will not leave the industry voluntarily.
The whole production picture is a dynamic situation which
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is constantly in a state of flux. Thus, those very- fae
tore which determine the ingress and egress of producers
from any enterprise are themselves never stabilized for
any length of time. It would seem however, logical to
conclude that the Oregon turkey industry will oontinu
to contract under present prioeoost relationships.
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